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Abstract: Owing to migration, ease of travel, mass 
communication, and similar factors, words of 
foreign origin abound in present-day Romanian 
speech and writing, particularly in the fields of 
cookery, tourism, the arts, and politics. It is difficult 
to predict whether any given word will become part 
of the vocabulary in the long term, yet many of the 
terms used nowadays in the Romanian of tourism 
were completely unknown only two decades ago. 
 

Rezumat: Datorită migraţiei, uşurinţei cu care se 
călătoreşte şi altor factori similari, cuvintele de 
origine străină abundă în limba română vorbită şi 
scrisă de astăzi, mai ales în gastronomie, turism, 
artă şi politică. Este greu de prezis dacă aceste 
cuvinte vor fi vreodată complet asimilate, şi totuşi, 
mulţi dintre termenii utilizaţi în zilele noastre în 
domeniul turismului erau complet necunoscuţi 
acum doar două decenii. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 English loanwords (words borrowed from English) can attain four different degrees 
of assimilation into Romanian: they can be totally assimilated to the native word-stock and are 
phonetically and orthographically integrated (e.g. logistică); they can be fully part of the 
Romanian vocabulary, but retain traces of their foreign origin in their pronunciation, spelling, 
or inflexion (e.g. cocktail); they can be well assimilated in their form, but remain semantically 
tied to a foreign context (e.g. preerie); or they may have not yet achieved general currency but 
occur in very limited contexts, such as current affairs, travel writings, books on foreign cuisine, 
etc. (e.g. cameră single). 
 It is very important to note that the last of the above categories of loanwords is the 
one in which all loanwords must initially fall before reaching another one.  

 
MATERIAL AND METHOD 

 We have picked up 5 travel agencies in the District of Timiş, as provided by the 
www.InfoTourism.ro site. Of the 5 agencies, only 4 have their own sites, the 5th one being 
under construction at the time of the research. In order to protect the identity of the 5 agencies, 
we decided not to call them by their own name, but by designations such as Agency 1, Agency 
2, Agency 4, and Agency, 4 respectively.  
 We should mention from the very beginning that, in our quest for English loanwords 
in the Romanian of tourism we put aside those English loans that belong to the Romanian of 
Internet (loanwords such as Rum a da click for E to click, Rum E-mail and email for E E-
mail, Rum home for E home, Rum link-uri and linkuri for E links, Rum on-line and online 
for E on line, Rum web site for E web site, etc.), keeping for study only those terms closely 
related to the language of tourism.  

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 Agency 1 displays a home page with the following headings and topics (Table 1): 
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Table 1 
English loanwords used by Agency 1 

 
Chapters  English loanwords 

Home bonus 
Despre noi logistică, agenţie tour operatoare 
     Turism extern Ofertă externă sejur: Tunisia last minut (!) 
Închirieri autocare aer condiţionat 
Rent a car promoţii, weekend 
Contact ADAC TourPlaner® 

  
Agency 2 displays a home page with the following headings and topics (Table 2): 
 

Table 2 
English loanwords used by Agency 2 

 
Chapters  English loanwords 

Despre noi echipă managerială, tour operatoare, tour operatori, Asigurăm cazare logistic catering cocktail în Timişoara, 
logistică, bilete de avion low cost, vacanţe de week-end 

Bilete de avion low cost bilete de avion low cost 
Vacanţe în Tunisia cursă charter, cameră single 
Vacanţe în Egipt charter 
Link-uri utile Route Planner 1, Route Planner 2 

  
Agency 3 displays a home page with adequate chapters, but it does not make use of 

any English loanwords at all. 
 Agency 4 displays a home page with the following headings and topics (Table 3): 
 

Table 3 
English loanwords used by Agency 4 

 
Chapters  English loanwords 

Home charter, Incentive, Ticketing, Training 
Excursii interne curse în regim charter, chartere, lider de piaţă 
Business Travel corporate, Incentive, Team Building 
Transport auto Rent a car 
Cariere  a aplica, Oferte de joburi pentru turism 
Contact  Departamentele Office, Travel in Romania, Corporate, Ticketing, IT, Marketing-Distribuţie 
Filiala Bucureşti VIP Travel, INCOMING, CORPORATE 

 
There is no objection against trade marks which are supposed to keep their form 

anywhere on Earth (e.g. ADAC TourPlaner®). 
10 English words totally assimilated to the Romanian word-stock and that are 

phonetically and orthographically integrated: aer condiţionat (a noun phrase), a loan 
translation of E air conditioned, not attested by the DEX, is a past participle of to air-
condition ‘to furnish with an air-conditioning system; to treat (air) with such a system’; aplica 
(v.) ‘to make an application or request, to ask’, not attested by the DEX, stands for to apply for 
= R a înainta o cerere pentru (un post, etc.), probably because to apply also means ‘to put into 
effect’; bonus (n.) ‘something given or paid over and above what is due’, not attested by the 
DEX, means gratificaţie, premiu, primă, tantiemă; lider (n.) (in lider de piaţă) ‘a person or 
thing that leads; a guiding or directing head, as of an army, movement, or political group’ is a 
‘from English’ word (DEX); logistic (n.) (in Asigurăm cazare logistic catering cocktail în 
Timişoara) ‘the planning, implementation, and coordination of the details of a business or 
other operation’, not attested by the DEX, stands for Rum logistică; logistică (n.) (2 
occurrences) ‘the planning, implementation, and coordination of the details of a business or 
other operation’, not attested by the DEX, means logistică, tehnica spatelui; managerial (adj.) 
(in echipă managerială) ‘pertaining to management or a manager’ is a ‘from English’ word 
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(DEX); promoţie (n.) (we found in our corpus the plural form, promoţii) ‘something devised to 
publicise or advertise a product, cause, institution, etc., as a brochure, free sample, poster, 
television or radio commercial, or personal appearance’  has a different meaning in the DEX 
(‘series of graduates; batch of pupils promoted’). 

20 Words fully part of the Romanian vocabulary, but that retain traces of their foreign 
origin in their pronunciation, spelling, or inflexion: charter(e) (n. sing. and pl.) ‘a contract by 
which part or all of a ship is leased for a voyage or a stated time’, is a ‘from English’ word 
(DEX); charter (adj.) (in cursă charter and curse în regim charter) ‘of or pertaining to a 
method of travel in which transportation is specially leased or hired for members of a group of 
association’; cocktail (n.) (in Asigurăm cazare logistic catering cocktail în Timişoara) ‘any of 
various short mixed drinks, consisting typically of gin, whiskey, rum, vodka, or brandy, with 
different admixtures as vermouth, fruit juices, or flavourings, usually chilled and frequently 
sweetened’ is a ‘from English’ word (DEX); job (n.) (in joburi pentru turism) ‘a post of 
employment, full-time or part-time position; an affair, matter, occurrence, or state of affairs’ is 
a ‘from English’ word (DEX); marketing (n.) (in Departamentul Marketing-Distribuţie) for 
which the DEX has only taken one meaning ‘the total of activities involved in the transfer of 
goods from the producer or seller to the consumer or buyer, including advertising, shipping, 
storing, and selling’ is a ‘from English’ word (DEX); single (adj.) (in cameră single) ‘of, 
pertaining to, or suitable for one person only’ is mentioned by the DEX with the meaning ‘a 
phonograph record usually played 45 r.p.m. and often having one popular song on each side’ 
has a different meaning in the DEX (disc single); weekend (n.) ‘any two-day period taken or 
given regularly as a weekly rest period from one’s work’ is an ‘English word’ (DEX); weekend 
(adj.) (in vacanţe de week-end) ‘of, for, or on a weekend’ is an ‘English word’ (DEX). 

30 There are no words well assimilated in their form, but that remain semantically tied 
to a foreign context in our corpus. 

40 Words that have not yet achieved general currency but occur in very limited 
contexts: corporate (n.) (used twice alone and once in Departamentul Corporate) has a 
different meaning in English ‘a bond issued by a corporation’ = R corporaţie / corporaţiune; 
incentive (n.) ‘something that incites or tends to incite to action or greater effort, as a reward 
offered for increased productivity’ = R încurajare, motiv, stimulant; incoming (n.) ‘the act of 
coming in, arrival, advent’ = R intrare, sosire, venire; IT (in Departament IT) where IT stands 
for Information Technology ‘’ = Rum tehnologie informatică; last minut (sic!) (in Ofertă 
externă sejur: Tunisia last minut) ‘the time just preceding a deadline or when some decisive 
action must be taken’ = Rum  ultima clipă, ultimul moment; low cost (adj.) (in bilete de avion 
low cost) whose correct form would be low-cost ‘able to be purchased or acquired at relatively 
little cost: low-cost life insurance, low-cost housing’ = Rum preţ mic / redus / scăzut; office 
(n.) (in Departamentul Office) ‘the staff or designated part of a staff at a commercial or 
industrial organisation: The whole office was at his wedding’ = Rum birou / oficiu; Rent a car 
(n.) ‘a company or service that rents cars, as by day or week’ = Rum Închirieri (de) maşini; 
Route Planner 1 (in Route Planner 1 and Route Planner 2) ‘a person who plans [routes]’? = 
Rum Planificare trasee?; Team Building ‘the act, business, or practice of constructing [a 
team]’? = Rum construirea unei echipe?; training (n.) ‘the education, instruction, or discipline 
of a person or thing that is being trained: He’s in training for the Olympics’ = Rum exersare, 
formare, instruire, pregătire, stilare; travel (n.) (in Departamentul Travel in Romania) ‘the 
act of travelling, journeying, especially to distant places’ = Rum călătorie, voiaj;  VIP (in VIP 
Travel) ‘very important person’ = Rum personaj important 

A most intriguing category of ‘English loanwords’ is that of words that do not exist as 
such in English language dictionaries: catering (in Asigurăm cazare logistic catering cocktail 
în Timişoara) does not exist as a noun in English, who uses the corresponding verb to cater ‘to 
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provide food and service for: to cater a party’; ticketing (in Departamentul Ticketing) does not 
exist as a noun in English, who uses the corresponding verb to ticket ‘to furnish with a ticket, 
as on the railroad’; tour operatoare (n. f. sing.) and tour operatori (n. m. pl.), a phrasal noun 
that does not exist in language dictionaries as such, must be a coinage of tour ‘a long journey 
including the visiting of a number of places in sequence, especially with an organised group 
led by a guide’ and operator ‘a person who manages a working or industrial establishment, 
enterprise, or system: the operators of a mine’; tour operatoare (adj.) (in agenţie tour 
operatoare). 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
There are some changes that prove the fact that some of the English loanwords above 

have acquired a Romanian status. Thus: 
- have a definite gender (identifiable after the ending): chartere (fem.), joburi 

(fem.), (tour) operatoare (fem.), (tour) operatori (m.); 
- have a definite number (identifiable after the ending): chartere (pl.), joburi (pl.), 

(tour) operatoare (sing.), (tour) operatori (pl.); 
- have a Romanian pronunciation, but an English spelling: chartere (it still keeps 

the ch group); joburi (it still keeps the j; tour operatori (it still keeps the English 
spelling in tour); 

- have an English pronunciation, but a Romanian spelling: week-end (because of 
the dash, absent in English); 

- has acquired an attributive use in Romanian: tour operator (in agenţie tour 
operatoare). 

The process of adaptation is an on-going one, as some English borrowings already 
have a Romanian pronunciation and a Romanian spelling: cocteil (not present in our corpus, 
but attested by the DEX).  

Among the English borrowings, there are some that have acquired new meanings in 
Romanian. Thus: Rum charter also means ‘airplane or ship that travels by charter 
arrangement’; Rum cocktail also has the meaning of cocktail party ‘a social gathering, often 
held during the cocktail hour, at which cocktails and other alcoholic beverages are often 
served’, and this is the meaning involved here; and Rum leader also means ‘an athlete or sports 
team that leads’. 

The forms that are to be argued are either English words borrowed as such where 
there are Romanian words to say it, or English words adapted to Romanian that do not justify 
their presence as Romanian has equivalents to say it. The only explanation is that they are 
(much) shorter than their Romanian equivalents, which makes their use easier.  

The most debatable category is that of English words that have been borrowed as 
such, with no adaptation whatsoever and, sometimes, with no meaning whatsoever, but for 
those who use it (let us not forget that the site addresses first the public interested in travelling, 
and then other competitors who might understand what it is about – let us not forget that 
Agency three makes use of no English loanwords on its site). 
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